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Monday, 20. March 2017 from 10.30 to 11.00 am

Operation & optimization of autonomous
vehicles fleets: the revolution of the global
mobility ecosystem.
The Topic
While incredibly advanced, autonomous vehicles are
not sufficient to be used as a mobility service. By
themselves they are not capable of responding to the
demand, respect a schedule or adapt to networks
disruptions. They are not aware of the state of the
other vehicles of their fleet or of the network they are
evolving in and cannot react accordingly. Optimization
has to take place at the fleet scale in order to create
a coordinated and efficient mobility service. Like two
pieces of the same puzzle, autonomous vehicles and
fleets optimization platforms are complementary and
form a sustainable, efficient and revolutionary autonomous transportation system.
The presentation will develop further this topic and can
also include presentation of deployed use cases.

Raphael Gindrat,
CEO and Co-Founder
of BestMile

The Speaker
Raphael Gindrat is the CEO and Co-Founder of BestMile. BestMile is providing the first platform allowing for
the intelligent operation and optimization of autonomous vehicle fleets, regardless of their brand or type,
leveraging their full potential to tackle urban mobility
challenges.
Raphael holds a Master‘s degree in Civil Engineering
with a specialization in Transportation from the Swiss
Federal Institute of Technology in Lausanne (EPFL).
His expertise comes from his early involvement in the
world of autonomous mobility. He worked for the EPFL’s
vice-presidency where he tested and operated one of
the first autonomous vehicle prototypes available in Europe and was actively involved in the European project
CityMobil2
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Monday, 20. March 2017 from 11.00 to 11.30 am

The role of the human hands in the
modern computer systems

The Speaker

The Topic

With the availability of low-cost 3D sensors, it
became easier to perceive human hands in 3D space. Their use goes all the way through gesture control to high-level security systems. One of the particularly appealing areas nowadays is virtual reality,
where hands are the natural choice to manipulate
objects around, being sensed by a head-mounted
3D sensor and inserted into the scene. The sensors
are also being mounted into laptops in place of traditional webcam, thus allowing PC gesture control
or 3D hand biometric authentication.

Jan Svoboda

My name is Jan Svoboda and I am currently
pursuing my PhD under the supervision of Prof.
Michael Bronstein at the Institute of Computational
Sciences, University of Lugano, Switzerland. Before,
I have finished my BSc and MSc degrees at the
Faculty of Information Technology, Brno University
of Technology, Czech republic under the lead of
Prof. Martin Drahansky. During my MSc studies,
I was gathering practical experience working for
Touchless Biometric Systems ag.
My main research interests are applications of
Computer Vision, Pattern Recognition and Machine
Learning in the field of Biometric Security Systems.
In particular, throughout my PhD, I am focusing on
the hand recognition systems.
Until November 2016, I have been working on a
novel touchless biometric system for recognition
of people using 3D geometric and 2D texture information of the human hand. The project is funded
by CTI (Commision for Technology and Innovation).
Lately, my focus shifted towards machine learning.
I am working on adjusting the classical CNN architecture in order to learn and use approximately
intrinsic descriptors on range scan data.
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Monday, 20. March 2017 from 14.00 to 15.00 pm

Start-up Pitch Event
Keynote

Panel Discussion
‘The Role of Swiss Startup’s Within
and Outside of Switzerland’

Prof. Dr. Roland Siegwart, ETH Zürich

Investor/Scout Pitch

Penny Schiffer, Head of Swisscom Start-up Initiatives
Pitch

Raphael Gindrat, Bestmile
Pitch

Mathias Wegmüller, Qumram
Pitch

Christian Naef, Advertima
Panel discussion

with National Council Marcel Dobler,
ICTswitzerland President
Moderation

Damir Bogdan,
Digitalization & Innovation Lead Actvide AG

The Topic
What are the reasons, a Swiss startup should expand
its activities abroad? When should a startup consider
to do so? What are the receipies for growth? Beside
these questions, the panel will focus as well on the
competitive landscape of incumbent companies. What
are the driving factors of disruption or cooperation?
Damir Bogdan, founder of Actvide AG, will moderate
this panel with Marcel Dobler, former founder of a
Swiss national startup which grew up to CHF ¾ billion
turnover, Dr. Roland Siegwart Professor of Autonomous
Systems at ETH Zurich and the CEO’s of Swiss startup’s
Bestmile, Qumram und Advertima.
All of them representing Swiss startup’s with an
international footprint.
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Monday, 20. March 2017 from 15.00 to 15.30 pm

The Swiss Startup Ecosystem
The Topic

Ralph Mogicato, member of the board of
the Swiss ICT Investor Club, provides an
introduction into the Swiss Startup ecosystem
and its specialties.

The Speaker

Ralph Mogicato has over 25 years of experience
in the financial industry in Switzerland, Germany,
Austria and Singapore. He is co-founder and
former CEO of the Swiss consultancy Synpulse
with over 150 employees mainly focusing on
banking and insurance. He is now an active
investor, board member or advisor for start-up
companies in the technology field (e.g. Starmind,
unblu, Contovista) and guest lecturer at several
universities of applied sciences as well as a
lecturer at the University of Zurich.
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Monday, 20. March 2017 from 15.30 to 16.00 pm

Daniel Gasteiger,
CO-Founder
nexussquared

Monday, 20. March 2017 from 16.30 to 17.00 pm

«Blockchain and Switzerland –
A Match Made in Heaven»

Wie Ihr Unternehmen innerhalb von
Minuten zu liquiden Mitteln kommt.

The Topic

The Topic

Blockchain Technology and Switzerland have a
strong bond as they have a lot of things in comon
– starting with the empowerment of the individual
by decentralizing systems of power.
In this talk we highlight why Switzerland is the
natural home for this fascinating new technology
and what ‘Trust Square’ at Innovation Park Zurich
will do to attract even more blockchain businesses
to Switzerland.

Advanon’s innovative Online-Plattform ermöglicht
Unternehmen die Möglichkeit ihre ausstehenden
Debitorenrechnungen selektiv von externen Finanzinvestoren finanzieren zu lassen. Wie das genau
funktioniert sehen Sie während der Präsentation.
In der Schweiz bereits mehrfach ausgezeichnet
und von erfahrenen Investoren unterstützt, wird
Advanon nun auch in Deutschland auf den Markt
gehen. Besucher der Präsentation erhalten die
komplette Advanon Gebühr der ersten Rechnung
umsonst.

Maximilian Schickler,
Head of Business
Development

The Speaker

Daniel Gasteiger has worked in financial services
for more than 20 years. Starting out as an FX
trader at Credit Suisse, he later joined UBS to work
with hedge funds and third-party banks promoting
UBS’ FX business-to-business solutions and Prime
Brokerage services. In his last role at UBS, he built
up and managed the Office of the Chairman as a
Managing Director before co-founding nexussquared in September 2015 which he joined full time in
January 2016.

Daniel Abebe,
CMO

The Speaker
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Monday, 20. March 2017 from 17.00 to 17.30 pm

Adaptive Data Loss Protection
to combat ransomware

The Speaker

The Topic

Ransomware has become the scourge of modern
business. New data loss prevention technology
which is used protect the organization against
data loss can also be used to protect against
ransomware.
Deep Content Inspection coupled with Adaptive
Redaction can automatically remove information
which breaks business policy while leaving the
rest untouched. This adaptive security approach
includes removing active content from documents
which has become the most common threat vector
for malware infections.
This session will describe Adaptive Data Loss
Prevention and how it prevents ransomware as
well as other information borne threats.

Dr. Guy Bunker,
Senior Vice President
Products, Clearswift

Dr. Guy Bunker is Senior Vice President Products
for Clearswift. Guy is responsible for product
strategy and technology partnerships including
M&A. He is an internationally renowned IT expert
with over 20 years’ experience in information
security.
Guy is a frequently invited speaker at security
conferences and has made many appearances
in the media. He is an advisor for several small
businesses and has published multiple books.
Guy holds a number of patents and is an IET
Chartered Engineer.
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Tuesday, 21. March 2017 from 10.00 to 10.30 am

Augmented Reality - From being positively
surprised to your long-term benefits

Tuesday

Jonathan Werner,
CTO of Takondi

The Topic
You get to know how Augmented Reality (AR) works
and how we use to achieve a user-oriented, mass-market-compatible and economical benefit. You can find
with us a variety of AR application use cases and we
define the criteria which reach out from your „being
surprised“ status to how you really make something
out of it for your own benefit. Next to that we give you
the idea of how you get closer to your first and further
AR experience and how you can easily handle the
TARTT CMS with Augmented Reality from the TAKONDI
AG which makes your company more successful.
The Speaker
Jonathan Werner is CTO of Swiss digital agency Takondi.
He has a strong background in web development. After
working as a freelancer for a few years, he has joined
Takondi in 2014. He has helped Takondi to become a
trusted partner for successful web and mobile projects.
At the same time he is an expert for Augmented Reality
(AR) helping companies to create exciting and useful AR
experiences. Jonathan loves to find solutions for business needs that help to improve the life of the end user.
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Tuesday, 21. March 2017 from 10.30 to 11.00 am

Augmented Reality - From being
positively surprised to your
long-term benefits
The Topic
We will present brand protection technologies for physical object security against advanced counterfeiting.
Luxurious consumer brands have always been popular
well known targets for counterfeiters, but the problem
is much more widespread. This includes the production
of fake or otherwise uncertified industrial and aerospace parts, electronics and medication.
Popular countermeasures are usually proprietary technologies based on rare or expensive materials that are
invasive and expensive, yet remain fallible.
We envision a completely different approach, the core
of which is based on so-called Physical Uncloneable
Functions (PUF). PUF‘s are both unique for an individual
object and currently they are difficult to be reproduced. They provide physical object security and serve
as a natural object identifier.
Our anti-counterfeiting framework merges digital security with the physical world. In our presentation, we will
cover the entire protection chain emphasizing object
recognition, design verification and micro-structure
surface authentication using the PUFs.

Prof. Dr. Slava
Voloshynovskiy,
Head of Stochatic
Information
Processing Group
Department of
Computer Sciences
University of Geneva

The Speaker
Slava Voloshynovskiy received the Ph.D. degree in
Electrical Engineering from the State University Lvivska
Polytechnika, Lviv, Ukraine, in 1996. From 1998 to
1999, he was a visiting scholar with University of Illinois
at Urbana-Champaign. Since 1999, he has been with
the University of Geneva, Switzerland, where he is the
head of the Stochastic Image Processing group. His
research interests are in machine learning, computer
vision, digital data hiding, content fingerprinting and
physical object security. He has coauthored over 200
journal and conference papers in these areas and holds
twelve patents. He is a co-founder of two companies
active in the domain of miultimedia security and brand
protection.
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Tuesday, 21. March 2017 from 11.00 to 11.30 am

GDPR: A strategy for compliance
which delivers value every day
The Topic
GDPR will impact all organizations which do business
with EU citizens – and enforcement starts next year.
While the associated fines make headlines, treating
GDPR as an opportunity can provide value every day.
Successful compliance involves people, process and
technology. This talk will examine how technology can
be used to enforce polices, protecting employees and
the business while helping drive compliance and delivering business value on a daily basis.

Dr. Guy Bunker,
Senior Vice President
Products, Clearswift

The Speaker
Dr. Guy Bunker is Senior Vice President Products
for Clearswift. Guy is responsible for product strategy
and technology partnerships including M&A. He is an
internationally renowned IT expert with over 20 years’
experience in information security. Guy is a frequently
invited speaker at security conferences and has made
many appearances in the media. He is an advisor for
several small businesses and has published multiple
books. Guy holds a number of patents and is an IET
Chartered Engineer.
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Tuesday, 21. March 2017 from 14.00 to 14.30 pm

From farm to fork: the digitalization
of supply chain in agribusiness
The Topic
The agribusiness industry is facing critical challenges
arising from the logistic sector. Wastes, cold chain interruptions and food contamination have serious repercussions on consumers‘ health and on companies’ reputation.
The founder will present how See Your Box has successfully applied their innovative product to the agribusiness
industry, introducing also a considerable set of data
collected during their farm to fork monitoring process.

Marco Toja,
Founder and CEO

The Speaker
Ing. Marco Toja is CEO of See Your Box UK and CHF. He has
started the company with two friends in 2014 and lead it
ever since through a seed round and the round A, growing
it to 10 people as of today. Serial entrepreneur with 25
years experience both as a strategic consultant and manager specialized in sales restructuring and M&A. Marco has
been an active player in the technology (internet Telecom),
Retail and Consumer Goods Industry. Former McKinsey
consultant he has a long time service record within the clean tech industry for the UK government. Previously as DTC
deputy sales director he has managed not-diamond related activities in 72 countries around the world. Marco started his career buying a T1 supplier in 1995 and followed by
serving as a civil contractor for the Nato in Brussels.
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Tuesday, 21. March 2017 from 14.30 to 15.00 pm

ZHAW Platform Industry 4.0 Perspective Services and
Business Models
The Topic
Industry 4.0 is often considered an major step in the
digitalization of factories and supply networks. Additionally, data and connectivity open up the horizon for
new customer value propositions. Smart services and
products enable attractive new services and business
models. However, overcoming the chasm between
successfully established product-based business models and new service models is not trivial. We discuss
methodological approaches and show relevant initiatives run in Switzerland

Dr. Guy Bunker,
Senior Vice President
Products, Clearswift

The Speaker
Service innovation is the common thread throughout
the activities of Jürg Meierhofer. He has been lecturer,
researcher, and project manager at the Zurich University of Applied Sciences (ZHAW) since 2014 and worked
as a manager for service companies for more than ten
years. He is coordinator of the „ZHAW Platform Industry 4.0“. He got his PhD from the Swiss Federal Institute
of Technology in Zurich (ETHZ) and an executive MBA
from the international institute of management in technology (iimt).
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Tuesday, 21. March 2017 from 15.00 to 15.30 pm

The mission of the universities of
applied sciences: increase the innovative
strength of society and economy
The Topic
The mission of Swiss universities of applied
sciences is to contribute to society and the
economy through applied research. They support companies in developing their innovations by collaborating
in business promotion programmes. The Institute
of Business Information Technology at the ZHAW
supports businesses in creating ICT innovations in the
context of digital transformation. The keynote speech
explains how successful cooperations may look like.

Andri Färber,
Head of Institute of
Business Information
Technology

The Speaker
Andri Färber studied Business Information
Technology at the University of Zurich, afterwards
working as consultant and project manager at several
ICT companies. In 2000, he was made Managing
Director of Teledata AG, which was to be rebranded
as Orell Füssli Wirtschaftsinformationen AG in 2003.
After the company was sold in 2009,
he became Managing Director at Curena AG, the
emergency call centre of the Swiss Red Cross.
In 2012, he started working at ZHAW as senior lecturer
for IT Project Management. Since November 2015,
he is been leading the Institute of Business Information
Technology.
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Tuesday, 21. March 2017 from 15.30 to 16.00 pm

Andreas Renker,
CEO, allvisual AG

Tuesday, 21. March 2017 from 16.00 to 16.30 pm

Mixed Reality:
catchword or potential game changer?

Retail 4.0 – mobility data predicting
how your clients move during the day.

The Topic
Virtual, augmented and mixed reality applications are
rapidly catching the business. Technological advances
allow new innovative applications that fundamentally
change jobs and processes. We show where the market
is today, use cases from plant operators, medical technology and facility management, discuss the business
impact and look into the future, which is already being
intensified. Get ready for an exciting trip!

The Topic
Senozon is an international consulting and technology
company with specialization in location planning
and site assessment, transport and transport systems
planning as well as mobility research. At its offices
in Zurich and Berlin, highly innovative technologies
are used to provide novel consulting services and
to develop unique products.

The Speaker
Before he became responsible as CEO of allvisual ag
(former Marenco Swissconsulting AG) in 2012, Andreas
Renker was the vice president of a major research and
development department in a Swiss high-tech company. Prior to that, he was responsible for international
sales of technical equipment as Senior Manager Marketing. As a project manager as well as a development
and stress verification Engineer, he gained valuable
experience in product development after his training as
a Mechanical Engineer

Dariush Daftarian,
Head of Sales,
Senozon AG

The Speaker
After working in various editorial offices and publishing
houses in Switzerland, Dariush Daftarian worked
as marketing manager and consultant in the United
States and in France. He not only realized numerous
advertising campaigns, but also set up marketing
teams in Switzerland and abroad and realized strategy
projects.
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Our presentation will:
> elaborate on the cost of compliance
>	outline the reasons why new RegTech
businesses have emerged, and what
purpose they serve

Tuesday, 21. March 2017 from 16.30 to 17.00 pm

discuss opportunities to increase profitability
through the innovative application of RegTech

Compliance: necessary evil or
business enabler? Can RegTech players
like Qumram change the game?
The Topic
The number regulatory alerts has topped 200 a day
and is doubling every two years. For many financial
institutions, compliance costs represent 10% of
operating costs. These firms lack the agility to
accommodate new and changing regulations in the
future, without incurring incremental costs.

Patrick Siegenthaler,
Head of Business
Development DACH

The Speaker
Patrick is a highly experienced project manager and
consultant for IT and digital transformation projects.
He has led large, global, executive level projects with
impressive results. An engaged, high-energy and
results-driven executive, Patrick joined Qumram in
2014, and is now responsible for sales and account
management in Germany, Austria and Switzerland.
He is a top 20 Fintech influencer in Switzerland.

Typical actions taken include:
1.	Trying to adapt unwieldy, high-maintenance legacy
systems to gather compliance evidence.
2.	Injecting more and more manpower into
compliance
Neither approach is operationally or cost-efficient.
This is why a new generation of agile and scalable
RegTech solutions are flourishing to automate
compliance processes, and drive down costs.

Mathias Wegmüller,
Co-Founder and
Head of Business
Development

The Speaker
Mathias is a highly accomplished entrepreneur and
digital transformation advisor. He has specialist
experience working with mid- to large-sized businesses,
facilitating the effective execution of digital
engagement initiatives. A passionate, action-oriented
and motivational team leader, Mathias Co-founded
Qumram in 2011, and is responsible for business
development and sales. He is a top 20 Fintech
influencer in the DACH region.
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Tuesday, 21. March 2017 from 17.00 to 17.30 pm

Fotokite – Tethered Drones
that Fly Themselves

Christopher McCall,
CEO

The Topic
The Fotokite Pro is the first ever UAV system approved
by the FAA for commercial use above crowds of people. Come see this new tethered-drone technology in
action and learn about it’s exciting uses in Sports &
Event Livestreaming, Industrial Inspection, and News
Broadcast.

The Speaker
10 years experience leading unmanned aerial and
ocean robotics teams. MSc in Mechanical Engineering
from University of California San Diego. 2015 European
Qprize winner, 2017 Tech Stars Robotics/VR/AR pitch
competition winner, Head of Speakers for TEDxZurich,
plays on the Swiss National Lacrosse Team.

Wednesday
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Wednesday, 22. March 2017 from 10.00 to 10.30 am

Wednesday, 22. March 2017 from 10.30 to 11.00 am

The best thing to happen to
your images: 5x more compression
without loosing information

Bruno Sanguinetti,
Founder at BALY
& SAN / researcher
at University
of Geneva

The Topic
Transmitting and archiving images is a challenge, especially in fields where the highest image quality must
be preserved: aerospace, medical imaging cinema and
photography. Recent insights from the field of quantum
information allow us to compress images to a ratio of
up to 1:10 whilst conserving the original image information and quality.

The Speaker
Bruno Sanguinetti has a background in applied quantum physics and optics and has alternated between
working in academia and in industry.
Bruno has contributed to more than 50 publications
and patents, several of which have resulted
in succesful commercial products.

Autonomous Busses on public roads –
«SmartShuttles in Sion»

Dr. rer. Pol.
Jürg Michel,
Head of Project
SmartShuttle

The Topic
Urban transport is going through changes which
influence bus operator for their future business.
In summer 2016 a test of the first autonomous busses
on public roads called “SmartShuttle Sion” was
started by PostBus Switzerland. Two small busses with
11 passengers are currently driving in the city center of
Sion. The speech includes the challenges, the goals and
first lessons learned of the test in the Swiss City of Sion
and gives a brief outlook from the point of view of Swiss
PostBus Ltd.
The Speaker
Jürg Michel is the project leader of the test of
autonomous busses “SmartShuttle Sion”, who
is realized by Swiss PostBus Ltd, the leading national
operator for road-based public transport in Switzerland.
Prior to his current position, he worked in different positions as consultant and project manager (in Business
Development and Strategy) in different Swiss companies
(CFF, Swisscom, University of Berne) in the area of transportation and tourism. He holds a Master in business
administration and a Ph.D. from the University of Berne.
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The Speaker
Associate at FRACTAL-SWISS SA since 2015 with more

Wednesday, 22. March 2017 from 11.00 to 11.30 am

Simplify your structure –
Get your process-management under
control
The Topic
Specifically designed for the use of SMEs and public administrations, the FRACTAL-SWISS® business platform
offers a user-friendly process management interface. In
addition, it includes management tools to allow tracking of development steps, concept definition, project
analysis and solution development throughout the various stages of a project. The FRACTAL-SWISS® platform
guarantees simple, pragmatic and clear document management. Process management becomes transparent
and document control is optimized, allowing administrative costs to be reduced and achieving unparalleled
efficiency in company management.

Dourgam Kummer,
Associate

Patrice Maffini
Associate

Charly Segessenmann,
Associate

than 25 years experience as executive on corporate-, trade- and structured-finance with strong
knowledge and expertise in process-management,
capital risk, company structuration, projects finance
as well as funds raising on an international basis.
Dourgam Kummer is member of various Advisory
abd Board position (WISeKey) as well as member of
foundation council at the OISTE Fondation. He holds
a degree in finance and “gestion d’entreprise”.
The Speaker
Associate at FRACTAL-Swiss SA since 2015 with
more than 20 years in industrial process-management. He previously occupied various executive
position in tech companies in Switzerland, USA and
China.He holds a BSc in electronic and automation
with honors since 1995, as well as a degree in business management achieved in 2003 at the IFCAM
Institute in Lausanne.
The Speaker
Charly Segessenmann founded FRACTAL-SWISS
back to 1999. Leading more than 200 process-management implementation at SMI’s in the Swiss
Romandie (French part of Switzerland). He previously occupied several executive position in large
entreprise in Switzerland. He graduated with good
marks in business management and finance from
the ECL in 1992.
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Wednesday, 22. March 2017 from 11.30 to 12.00 am

Optimizing for Happiness
in Personal Finance
The Topic
Optimize spending and stop wasting money on
unsatisfying purchases. OHPF app, the personal
finance manager that keeps track on positive and
negative experiences from everyday purchases.
The app is designed to facilitate understanding
of how one spends money and what is the impact
of purchases on happiness and wellbeing.
This project is an ongoing research effort of a
collaboration between University of Bristol (UK)
and Università della Svizzera italiana, USI Lugano
(Switzerland). Within this project we are looking into
new ways of supporting user and customer experience
when it comes to everyday purchases. In this talk
we outline initial research findings of a public app
deployment and review business opportunities
emerged from the field study.

Anton Fedosov,
UX Researcher

The Speaker
Anton currently pursues his Ph.D. in Ubiquitous
Computing research group at USI Lugano with special
focus on understanding user experience around
contemporary sharing practices of personal digital
information and physical objects. From his prior
appointments at several companies in mobile industry
in North America (Sony Mobile Communications Inc.),
Western Europe (Metaio GmbH) and Japan (Ricoh
Company Ltd.) Anton gained hands-on experience
in augmented reality and human-centered design.
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Wednesday, 22. March 2017 from 13.00 to 13.30 pm

The Experience Management System
The Topic
The sales man at a bazaar analyzes the people and
their behavior. The old gentleman is offered a Kashmir
carpet, the young student on the other hand a
cheap handbag. Is this anything only humans are
able to learn?
Advertima is developing an artificial intelligence, which
uses input sensors to analyze and interpret the current
environment. Machine learning and computer vision
allow Advertima to detect people‘s age, gender, mood,
motion behavior and even fashion style. In a nutshell:
we teach the computer to see, hear and understand all
happenings like a human.
The Advertima Engine decides independently how
to react to it. Connected output devices such as LED
screens or speakers are used to create personalized
and unique experiences.
Our vision is to create a world in which people only
receive personally relevant information that are
perceived as a unique, positive experience.

Christian Naef,
Chief Marketing &
Sales Officer

The Speaker
After graduating from Domus Acadamy in Milan,
Christian Naef took over the Marketing & Sales of
the Swiss watch brand Dubey & Schaldenbrand.
As Digital Marketing Manager for SIGG Switzerland,
he established the e-commerce strategy and made
the webshop a main revenue stream of the brand.
Working for Tesla as Senior Sales Manager, he
successfully introduced the brand in North East of
Switzerland. Mr. Naef is a Co-Founder of Advertima
and responsible for Marketing & Sales.
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Wednesday, 22. March 2017 from 13.30 to 14.00 pm

Wednesday, 22. March 2017 from 14.00 to 14.30 pm

Fotokite – Tethered Drones
that Fly Themselves

Christopher McCall,
CEO

The Topic
The Fotokite Pro is the first ever UAV system approved
by the FAA for commercial use above crowds of people. Come see this new tethered-drone technology in
action and learn about it’s exciting uses in Sports &
Event Livestreaming, Industrial Inspection, and News
Broadcast.

The Speaker
10 years experience leading unmanned aerial and
ocean robotics teams. MSc in Mechanical Engineering
from University of California San Diego. 2015 European
Qprize winner, 2017 Tech Stars Robotics/VR/AR pitch
competition winner, Head of Speakers for TEDxZurich,
plays on the Swiss National Lacrosse Team.

Smart Security Cloud: looking for a
comprehensive no-hassle solution?
MobiCall App is the solution made
for you!
Peter R. Huber,
Sales Directora

The Topic
>	MobiCall - the Unified Event Communication
Plattform
> Smart Technology / Workflows
>	From the security system to the security
application
>	Multimedia interactive alarm transmission
>	A completely new dimension in the field
of security planning
> On the way to implementing the right solution…
> Cloud, On-Premises, Private Cloud, Hybrid…?
The Speaker
He has been working in the security, telecommunications and IT area since 1986. Besides various professional trainings in the Marketing and Sales fields, the speaker also has a broad expertise in the areas of “Unified
EVENT Communication”as well as safety engineering.
He’s successfully selling safety solutions to worldwide
companies in all industry sectors, according to the varied requirements linked to mobilisation, ranging from
simple systems up to high-complex networks.
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Wednesday, 22. March 2017 from 14.30 to 15.00 pm

From Coordinates to Cartoons
The Topic
Coordinates are a common way of specifying the
position of an object in space through numbers.
Developed by René Descartes in 1637, this idea of
a numerical reference system is commonly used
today, for example, for GPS navigation and satellite
placement. In 1827, August Ferdinand Möbius
extended Descartes‘ method and described the
concept of barycentric coordinates, which turns out
to be a powerful tool with applications ranging from
Computer Graphics to Earthquake simulations.
At USI, we investigate the generalization of Möbius‘
barycentric coordinates and use them to develop
interactive tools. As an example, we show how
they can be used for animating cartoon characters
or deform faces.

Teseo Schneider,
researcher

The Speaker
I am a PhD student under the supervision of Prof. Dr.
Kai Hormann at the Faculty of Informatics of the
Università della Svizzera italiana. My interests are
teaching, computer graphics, geometry processing,
image processing, barycentric coordinates, differential
geometry and scientific simulation.
I am a multidisciplinary researcher and I have published
papers in different fields such as geometry, numerical
mathematics, and software visualisation.
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Wednesday, 22. March 2017 from 15.00 to 15.30 pm

Digitalize or Die –
is the Future of Banking all Digital?
The Topic
Is the future of banking all digital like many industryexperts have been saying for many years?
Or do customers have different expectations to their
banking and finance institutions? We wanted to find
out and conducted a customer survey together with
several banks in Switzerland. This talk presents
the results of this project about digital innovation
and banking of the future.

Ivan Caban,
Account Executive
Switzerland,
mimacom ag

The Speaker
Ivan has been with mimacom for more than
2 years and has worked for the company`s Slovakian
subsidiary and at the headquarters in Bern,
Switzerland. He is holding a degree in General
Management and is currently responsible for business
development and account management in Switzerland.
Ivan was actively involved in the creation and
execution of the banking study.

The Speaker
Nicolas has been with mimacom since 2016. He is
holding a degree in business management and has
worked in the food & beverage industry for 5 years
before joining mimacom. Nicolas is currently
responsible for business development and account
management at mimacom Germany.
Nicolas Dolle,
Account Executive
Germany
mimacom
Deutschland GmbH
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Wednesday, 22. March 2017 from 15.30 to 16.00 pm

Smart contracts,
real world interactions
The Topic
Digital contracts are more than just paperless
documents: every information they contain (dates,
parties, amounts, conditions) is a data point to which
interactions can be linked, online but also in the real
world. The blockchain-based technology of LegalHub
builds the base for smart contracts that will revolution
the way we do business. Patrick Allemann will illustrate
this claim with a series of concrete use cases ranging
from international shipping to real estate and insurance.

Patrick Allemann,
Founder LegalHub

The Speaker
Patrick has extensive knowledge of security and
cryptography, having worked in various projects in
the context of secure data storage. He is founder of
futuretek AG, a technology solution provider, and has
been actively involved in Cryptocurrencies since 2012.
Previously, he gained a broad experience in various
technology and business positions across several
sectors, with a focus on banking.
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Wednesday, 22. March 2017 from 16.00 to 16.30 pm

Eduard Krämer,
Alea Sales Manager
Europe

Wednesday, 22. March 2017 from 16.30 to 17.00 pm

Digital technolgies empowering
brand value

Deployment of autonomous shuttles
on the road. Mobility of the future

The Topic
U-NICA presents innovative products based on
advanced imaging technology. The scryptoSIGHT
shopping assistant illustrates the power of AR to
enhance consumer experience. We demonstrate
scryptoTRACE, the world-leading end-to-end brand
protection suite. surTRACE is an outstanding anticounterfeit module for identifying products based
on their unique surface structure. maTRACE uses an
innovative TOF chip to conclusively detect any
FL-based security markers.

The Topic
BestMile recently launched “SmartShuttle” in Sion
(Switzerland) with PostBus, Switzerland’s largest
provider of public bus transportation, leading the first
instance in which electric autonomous shuttles are
circulating through a city center on both pedestrian
areas and open roads, and servicing the public on a
daily basis. The session will explore the reality and
challenges behind the deployment of advanced
autonomous mobility projects.

The Speaker
Eduard Krämer has over 20 years of experience in
supporting strong global and regional brands and
understands the value they add to securing the
companies’ revenue. At U-NICA Solutions he is
responsible for all sales activities in Europe. Adding
his media/online and eCommerce experience,
as well as his expertise in fighting counterfeit
production and grey market diversion, he can advise
customers on the best measures to take.

Luc Texier,
Senior executive

The Speaker
Senior executive, both a savvy hunter and farmer,
I am good at building and growing businesses,
networks and relationships. Passion-driven with a
strong common sense Luc never lose track of the
bottom line and main objectives of the businesses
he is involved with. For the past 20 years he held
strategic international positions in rapid growth
innovative startups of which half of them got acquired
eventually.
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Wednesday, 22. March 2017 from 17.00 to 17.30 pm

Alptracker
Digitaler Herdenschutz
The Topic
Do you care about your livestock or beloved pet?
Are you fed up of changing batteries daily or charge
the transmitter weekly? Do you want to know where
wild animals are running around or do you want to
know whether your sheep or cow is healthy?
Do you want to make sure that your livestock stays
within a defined area? With the Alptracker product,
you have a tool to solve your problem by indicating
the position, alarming you in case of any happening,
supports you with a geofencing opportunity and this
for 180 days without need of changing batteries.
And all of that with a weight of 120g only.
By the use of technologies developed for Internet
of Things and introduced for Industy 4.0, the product
could achieve this remarkable target. And all of it for
costs below tracking products on the market using
the GSM-network, where especially the yearly
communication costs are high.

Stefan Aschwanden,
Managing Director

Thorsten Bogner,
Executive Chairman

The Speaker
After finishing education as electrical engineer at
ETH in Zürich, I started as a development engineer
for electronic control systems. I collected multi-year
experience in the field of electronics, control systems,
interfacing systems and control technique. I worked
several year as a project manager for a international
company leading projects in asia and Americas. In the
meantime I reduced my workload to focus on our new
start-up developing digital tools for tracking livestock.
The Speaker
Multi-year global management experience (from
development to sales). Experinece in plant engineering,
in bio-technology, energy supply and in development
and manufacturing of sensors and power supplies.
Multi-year experience in sales, development and
engineering.
Education: Master of Science, International
Management, AKAD - Hochschule für Berufstätige
in ZürichMaster of Engineering, Elektrotechnik,
University of Applied Sciences in Frankfurt a.M.
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Thursday, 23. March 2017 from 10.30 to 11.00 pm

Nail to nail: a comprehensive process
for the safety of masterpieces

Thursday

Mark Phillip Loria,
CoFounder and CTO

The Topic
See Your Box has recently completed a 150-days
comprehensive service, which allowed to constantly
monitor some priceless artworks from Peggy Guggenheim Collection. Their devices were able to monitor
and transimit in real time without any need of a direct
power supply. Thanks to SYB IoT service, the client
monitored the masterpieces during transportation,
setup and exhibition. The company IT Manager will
present their innovative digital twin monitoring service
and their ability to provide it unassisted in real time.
In addition, he will also expose the possible applications
in a new approach to big data analysis.
The Speaker
Mark Loria, CTO at See Your Box, received an MSc
degree in Computer Engineering from the University
of Catania. With 3 years of experience as an embedded
software engineer and 2 years of experience as a full
stack developer he joined the team of See Your Box in
2014.
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The Speaker
Associate at FRACTAL-SWISS SA since 2015 with more

Thursday, 22. March 2017 from 11.00 to 11.30 am

Simplify your structure –
Get your process-management under
control
The Topic
Specifically designed for the use of SMEs and public administrations, the FRACTAL-SWISS® business platform
offers a user-friendly process management interface. In
addition, it includes management tools to allow tracking of development steps, concept definition, project
analysis and solution development throughout the various stages of a project. The FRACTAL-SWISS® platform
guarantees simple, pragmatic and clear document management. Process management becomes transparent
and document control is optimized, allowing administrative costs to be reduced and achieving unparalleled
efficiency in company management.

Dourgam Kummer,
Associate

Patrice Maffini
Associate

Charly Segessenmann,
Associate

than 25 years experience as executive on corporate-, trade- and structured-finance with strong
knowledge and expertise in process-management,
capital risk, company structuration, projects finance
as well as funds raising on an international basis.
Dourgam Kummer is member of various Advisory
abd Board position (WISeKey) as well as member of
foundation council at the OISTE Fondation. He holds
a degree in finance and “gestion d’entreprise”.
The Speaker
Associate at FRACTAL-Swiss SA since 2015 with
more than 20 years in industrial process-management. He previously occupied various executive
position in tech companies in Switzerland, USA and
China.He holds a BSc in electronic and automation
with honors since 1995, as well as a degree in business management achieved in 2003 at the IFCAM
Institute in Lausanne.
The Speaker
Charly Segessenmann founded FRACTAL-SWISS
back to 1999. Leading more than 200 process-management implementation at SMI’s in the Swiss
Romandie (French part of Switzerland). He previously occupied several executive position in large
entreprise in Switzerland. He graduated with good
marks in business management and finance from
the ECL in 1992.
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Thursday, 22. March 2017 from 14.00 to 15.00 pm

Thursday, 21. March 2017 from 15.00 to 15.30 pm

Start-up Pitch Event

Augmented Reality - From being positively
surprised to your long-term benefits

Keynote

Prof. Dr. Marc Gruber, EPFL

Pitch

Rik Krieger, Sonect
Pitch

Christian Naef, Advertima
Pitch

Mathias Wegmüller, Qumram
Pitch

Teresa Alberts, Itficient
Pitch

Andreas Renker, allvisual
Pitch

Dariush Daftarian, Senozon
Moderation

Damir Bogdan,
Digitalization & Innovation Lead Actvide AG

Jonathan Werner,
CTO of Takondi

The Topic
You get to know how Augmented Reality (AR) works
and how we use to achieve a user-oriented, mass-market-compatible and economical benefit. You can find
with us a variety of AR application use cases and we
define the criteria which reach out from your „being
surprised“ status to how you really make something
out of it for your own benefit. Next to that we give you
the idea of how you get closer to your first and further
AR experience and how you can easily handle the
TARTT CMS with Augmented Reality from the TAKONDI
AG which makes your company more successful.
The Speaker
Jonathan Werner is CTO of Swiss digital agency Takondi.
He has a strong background in web development. After
working as a freelancer for a few years, he has joined
Takondi in 2014. He has helped Takondi to become a
trusted partner for successful web and mobile projects.
At the same time he is an expert for Augmented Reality
(AR) helping companies to create exciting and useful
AR experiences. Jonathan loves to find solutions for
business needs that help to improve the life of the end
user.
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Thursday, 22. March 2017 from 15.30 to 16.00 pm

Data-driven classroom sessions
using ASQ.
The Topic
ASQ allows you to host interactive presentations where
the audience can view your slides in their smart devices and send responses to embedded questions. See
how we utilize the data aggregated by ASQ to provide
insightful information, such engagement levels, in the
context of University lectures. Don’t forget to bring
your smart device with you to experience ASQ!

Vassilis Triglianos,
PhD candidate

Speaker
Vasileios Triglianos is PhD student at the Faculty of
Informatics at the University of Lugano in the Architecture, Design and Web Information Systems Engineering
group headed by Prof. Cesare Pautasso. My research
interests include the Web and education, software
clicker systems, data analytics, and everything that has
to do with innovative Web technologies. I am the lead
developer of ASQ, a platform for interactive lectures.
Please follow ASQ with the ‘asqjs’ Twitter handle.
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Thursday, 22. March 2017 from 16.00 to 16.30 pm

How small and medium sized
businesses turn Big Data into
competitive advantage
The Topic
All companies, from small and medium sized business
to large cooperations, collect big data. The data comes
from sensors in the Internet of Things, ERP/CRM
systems and many other sources. However, owning
data in itself is no benefit to any company. The
competitive advantage comes with analyzing
big data, understanding the information data contains
and using the value data contains. The presentation
will demonstrate and discuss the potential of big data
for small and midsize companies. Using case studies
we will show how data-driven analytics and customer
centric information derived from big data sharpens
marketing and sales intivatives.

Teresa Alberts,
CEO

The Speaker
Before founding ITficient AG and managing the
company as CEO, Teresa worked as project manager
and consultant for business procceses and ERP/CRM
solutions in Switzerland, Germany and the United
States. In various projects within Europe and the
United States Teresa has seen how big data brings
companies a competitive advantage. Prior to her
work Teresa studied Business Administration at
Zurich University of Applied Sciences (ZHAW).
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Thursday, 22. March 2017 from 16.30 to 17.00 pm

nutriMenu: Ensuring compliance
to national nutrition guidelines

The Speaker

The Topic

Public health issues such as obesity and chronic
diseases are a growing international concerns with
a significant economic impact. National nutrition
guidelines are designed to help collective food
service operators in their preparation of healthy
balanced meals, however these guidelines
are generally difficult to implement and very
challenging to monitor adherence over time.
We have developed NutriMenu, a smart menu
planning system that ensures daily meals served to
public are in compliance with national guidelines.
It allows for auto evlaution of the nutritional
quality of meals, propose personalised
suggestions to meet national recommendations.
nutriMenu also provides the data necessary for
food consumption patterns studies and the design
of target specific health interventions. nutriMenu
is currently being used in a major Swiss city helping
to improve millions of meals annually.

Maryam Yepes,
Ph.D.

Education:
-	Founder and Managing Director of Myravan
Solutions since 2013
-	Ph.D. in Public health from University of
Lausanne, Swiss School of Public Health,
Switzerland.
-	M.Sc. and B.Sc. in Dietetics and Human
Nutrition, McGill University Montreal, Canada
Recent projects:
Implementation of nutriMenu for the city of
Lausanne, ensuring compliance to Swiss national
nutrition recommendation of 2.5 million meals
annually.
Recent accomplishments:
Winner of the first Prize in Grand Prix Swiss,
Citizen@Work 2017
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